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ester ers Overwhelm 
alkan Guerillas In Hot New US 0 Lounge Opens 
In Albee Social Room 'hampionship Game 
By PFC. PETC 
'n a game which more often re-
bled soccer, or he English rug-
, the redoubtable westerners out-
f ght and outsh t the Balkan 
G erillas to gain a arrow 26-24 de-
ci ion and the lnt amural Basket-
b 11 League's eha pionship. The 
f t, rough fracas as witnessed by 
a capacity crowd a the Red Hook 
H gh School gymna ium last Friday. 
he victory was e sixth for the 
o ce-beaten Wester ers, and mark-
e an even split for hese two teams. 
he first tally w t to the West-
ers when John Samuelson, the 
sterners' leading 'corer, was foul-
by Andy Rebarsk . Drawing first 
,od, the Westerne s weren't to be 
rtaken through ut the rest of 
game, althou the greatest 
d they held at 0 e time was only 
points. Five ti es the margin 
s reduced to a 0 e-point edge. 
he Westerners moved out in 
fr nt 10-6 ,at the e d of the initial 
cl pter, with Sam elson dropping 
the first seven arkers. Kyrios 
pped a long on and then fol-
ed up with a ne t hook shot to 
k p the Guerillas within hailing 
di tance of their riv Is. The Gueril-
la were having tr uble with their 
p. Sing attack, whi h was very er-
ra ic, and the usual y accurate one-
h nded shots of Haddad were 
b ncing out of the hoop. 
t the start of t e second period 
dfeld replaced Rebarsky, who 
eadv had three fouls chalked 
inst him. Kyr'os dropped a 
rity toss to m e it 10-7 and 
G ard Steve Yapun ich pushed one 
in from far out to lose the margin 
to a mere point. nce again the 
sooth working S muelson tipped 
o in to make it 1 -9, but Al Ky-
ri s came back by flipping one in 
fr m mid-floor to keep his team 
w' hin one point of the lead. 
n a desperate eff rt to check the 
oting of the esterners, the 
guag·e boys bee me exceedingly 
gh midway in t is period. Three 
ble fouls were called against 
m in a period 0 thirty seconds. 
e Westerners ca italized on only 
of these gift sots, as Samuel-
so ran his streak a four straight 
be ore missing one. 
ith a minute r maining in the 
f, Haddad hook· d one, but the 
-point difference was short-lived 
as Spencer counte ed immediately 
wi h one from th side. In the 
cl sing seconds of he half, Kyrios 
c hed in on a fr e throw which 
(See WESTENE S, Page 5) 
P oy Postponed; 
B t It's Still on! 
ecent personnel changes have 
tponed, but defi itely not can-
ed, the Bard-AS P Musical Re-
vi originally sche led for presen-
ta ion sometime in ebruary. Many 
G s holding down eading parts in 
th revue are on th ir way to parts 
u nown. This lea es many roles 
e pty and unbutter d, so to speak. 
If they can be fill d in time, the 
inal presentation date will stand. 
specially needed re several new 
es who are ca able of chorus 
an possibly solo w rk. There are 
sp ts for any type of novelty act. 
D we have anyb dy among the 
en ineers who can swallow a T-
sq are or a prospec ive combat in-
te igence man who an do the same 
wi h a bayonet? 
he plans as they stand call for a 
ish production. Songs, music, 
ghter, hilarity, iggling, smiles, 
h or-these are lanned for the 
ev ning of .................. the 
ev ning. A page an of nations is 
pI nned for the fi ale which may 
lain why you see 1's around the 
pus arm in arm. 
title for the re ue has not yet 
n decided on. I, in your spare 
e, you can think f a snappy and 
er title send it into the editor 
ompanied by t e top of any 
re-member. 
To Our Bard Astp-ers .•• 
In The Service 
Plan Post-War 
Education Aid 
By PFC. CHARLES W. TOTH 
On January 13th the Senate sub-
committee on education and labor 
finished drafting a bill to bring 
about an extensive program of post-
war educa tion for demobilized 
members of the armed forc·es. Those 
eligible are discharged members of 
the Army, Navy, Marine Corps and 
Coast Guard and their respective 
auxiliaries such as the Wacs, Waves 
and Spars. 
If this plan finally succeeds in 
Washington, the program would be 
open to all men and women who 
have been honorably discharged on 
or after December 7, 1941, and who 
have had at least 90 days' active 
service. Anyone who shall not have 
been overseas during the war is 
eligible provided he or she has not 
been relieved oJ duty through per-
sonal initiative. 
The government, under the pro-
posed plan, will pay the tuition and 
the customary student fees. Aside 
from that, each member will be paid 
$50 a month for living expenses. A 
student who is married will receive, 
as a dependency allotment, an ad-
ditional $25. For each dependent 
child the allowance will be in-
creased $10. 
Those who will be eligible will be 
allowed to ·enroll at any institution 
approved by the government. How-
ever, they will have to meet the 
(See POST-WAR, Page 3) 
Soldiers To Vote OdlNo? 
- Congress Still Debates 
By PFC. STANLEY I. WALD 
Indications in Congress are that the great bulk of the members of the 
armed forces may be effectively deprived of their right to vote next Novem-
ber. 
The House of Representatives has passed the Eastland-Rankin bill which 
calls for each state to provide its own ballots and to continue to determine 
its own voting qualifications. 
On the other hand, the Senate has passed the Green-Lucas bill, which 
is a thoroughly diluted compromise wherein service men who don't have 
reasonable access to state ballots by August 1st will be supplied with super-
streamlined federal ballots. These ballots, however, are merely blank 
slips upon which the voter writes his choice for President, Vice-President, 
and Congress. Voting for a straight party ticket by simply naming the 
party alone is prohibited and since these ballots will not contain the names 
of the Congressmen who are running 
for office from each state, it appears 
that, with a few exceptions, the only 
candidates' names remembered by 
battle-worn and maneuver-pressed 
soldiers will be those of the candi-
dates for President and Vice-Presi-
dent. 
Eludes Gestapo, 
To Speak Here 
Besides passing this bill (which By PFC. GERALD F. RABIDEAU 
has since been referred to the House 
Elections Committee, from which it 
will probably never emerge since the 
House counterpart of the Green-
Lucas bill, the Worley bill, had pre-
viouslv been defeated) the Senate 
tacked on the same measure as an 
amendment to the House-passed 
Eastland-Rankin bill. This move, 
in reality, transposes the latter mea-
sure into the former. Now the 
amended Eastland-Rankin measure 
goes to conference. 
Thus the best that service men 
can hope for is an alternative fed-
eral ballot which will permit them 
to vote for President and Vice-
President, but not for Congressmen 
unless they can remember who's 
running. Poll tax requirements 
would also be waived under this 
plan. If the Green-Lucas bill is re-
jected in favor of the Eastman-
Rankin plan, service men will be 
restricted to the use of a state bal-
lot-if it comes in time-and, in 
states which have them, a poll tax. 
The basic objection to a state bal-
lot is its bulkiness which the military 
authorities fear will clog our battle-
engaged supply lines, and perhaps 
not arrive in time. Moreover many 
states have complex out-of-state 
voting requirements that require, in 
some cases, five exchanges of cor-
respondence. So far only seventeen 
states have even announced any 
plans to either simplify the ballot or 
the voting procedure. In fact, Gov-
ernor Dewey of New York has flatly 
announced his intention to send out 
nothing but a ballot complete to the 
election in the smallest community. 
The sponsors of the state ballot 
plan, Senator Eastland and Repre-
(See VOTE, Page 5) 
"GENEV A, March 25.-Dr. Robert 
Maxmilian Wasilii Kempner, ex-
legal adviser of the pre-Hitler Prus-
sian State Police Administration, 
was ex€cuted by a firing squad of 
the Nazi Secret Police (Gestapo) as 
an enemy of the Hitler regime." 
This report, published in a Swiss 
newspaper in 1935, proved false -
false enough so that the person 
mentioned in it will be able to ap-
pear at Bard College for a German 
Area lecture February 26. 
Dr. Kempner will speak on "the 
German Police Systen •. " 
In America since September, 1939, 
Dr. Kempner has helped in Wash-
ington as a consultant to various 
Federal ag'encies concerned with 
stUdies of Europe's dictatorships. 
After America's entry into the war 
he testifi.ed at the trials of Nazi 
propagandists here, among whom 
were Frederich Ernst Auhagen and 
Transocean News Service, and the 
spy Pastor Kurt B. Molzahn. 
In 1929, while chief legal adviser 
of Prussian Centralized Police con-
sisting of 75,000 men, he warned 
against Hitler's tactics; he recom-
mended that the latter be prose-
cuted for high treason and that the 
Nazi storm troopers be liqUidated. 
After Hitler's putsch Kempner 
was dismissed from the government, 
but he continued to lecture in Ber-
lin's School of Social Work until 
1935. Thereaft·er followed a hectic 
history of arrests, and Professor 
Kempner spent weeks in an infam-
ous German concentration camp. 
He later escap.ed through Italy to 
Switzerland and began a new life 
in France. 
Other experts who will lecture for 
(See SPEAKERS, Page 4) 
Test-Takers Seek Solution To New G I Puzzle: 
What Is Most Important General Order? 
By PFC. DANIEL GUTMAN 
Hostesses, Parties Are 
Planned For AS7~ers 
By T/5 F. G. KOBERSTEIN 
By the time we go to press, the 
sounds of Harry James recordings 
and the aroma of hot coffee will 
probably be permeating the lower 
reaches of Albee. For the Albee So-
cial Room, after class hours, will 
lose its blackboard and stiff rows 
of chairs to become the new Bard 
usa Lounge. 
The room will be transformed into 
a lounge with the introduction of 
new furnishings. There will be 
comfortable chairs for those who 
want to lounge, reading lamps and 
magazines for those who want to 
read, card table outfits for card 
players, just plain chairs for kibit-
zers, and many other facilities for 
spending leisure hours. When en-
t·ertamments grow too big for the 
Social Room, the Art Library will be 
opened to accommodate the over-
flow. 
Ordinarily, the usa does not al-
lot money to college units of the 
armed foroes. However, due to the 
unique set-up at Bard, where the 
semmar method and individual in-
struction have been emphasized, a 
lack of space and facilities for rec-
reation and entertainment was felt, 
when the ASTP moved in and had 
to take over all available large 
rooms as classrooms. Because of 
this lack of facilities, Bard is one 
of the two colleges in New York 
state to which usa funds have been 
made available. These funds will be 
used for special parties and dances 
which will be given from time to 
time. 
The new center will be open to 
Bard soldiers and civilian students 
every evening and Saturday after-
noons and Sundays. On Wednes-
day evenings and Saturdays and 
Sundays, usa hostesses will hold 
forth, and light refreshments will 
be available at a nominal price. 
The USO committee is comprised 
of residents in the area from 
Rhinebeck to Germantown. Mrs. 
Chanler Chapman of Barrytown is 
chairman. Mrs. Bruce Matthews of 
Ward Manor is in charge of pro-
curing entertainment for the boys. 
Mrs. Frank Smithers of Upper Red 
Hook will see that there is plenty 
of food provided for them. Mrs. 
Cyril Harris of Bard College is at-
tending to the furnishings of the 
center, and Miss Ann Abendschein 
of Red Hook is taking in the dona-
tions the community is offering. 
A campus committee representing 
soldiers, students, and faculty is co-
operating with the usa group in 
planning the establishing and run-
ning of the project. 
While it is hoped the soldier and 
civilian students will make the best 
possible use of the room as it now 
operates, the formal opening will be 
celebrated later in the month with 
a gala dance, the committees prom-
ise. 
That old GI-ism "What is the tweUth general order?" has at last criterion. A priori, the best such Role In War 
found an appropriate running mate: "What is the most important gen- criterion is fundamentality. In answer to grumbling by ASTP 
eral order?" All attempts to track down the answer to the latter in "The first ('to take charge of this men about their "passiv.e" role in 
any FM, TM, or even PM, have failed utterly. Conversati?n with fel~ow post and all government property in the war, the January issue of the 
dogfaces illogically produced twelve logical solutions.. So, m <:lespera~IOn, Infantry Journal has come through 
your correspondent conjured up a vision o~ the all-knowmg phl~OS- view'), in that it defines guard-duty, with an explanatory editorial. 
Pher-for no one else would do-and begged hIm to answer the questIOn. is fundamental. The other ten are 
nothing but commentaries on this; "It may be a gripe to read what 
"What does 'important' mean?" criterion for the various criteria. they specify conditions necessary to soldiers already fighting in war 
our hypothetical philosopher asks. T11at is: if the chosen criterion is . theaters are accomplishing toward 
h · h taking charge. The first thus 111- . t h'l ·tt·· Importance is a property w 1C safet", the eighth general order ('to VIC ory w 1 e you are SI· mg m 
t h J eludes the other ten. for none of 1 B t bIt tl' specific things mayor may no· ave. give the alarm in case of fire or c ass. u you e ong 0 U5 war 
Howbeit, this property is never per- disorder.') is the most important; if the latter may be violated without every bit as much as they do, and 
ceived by our senses; so it is an in- military courtesy, the tenth Cto violating the former thereby. Quit the thing you can help most by do-
disputably subjective property, a salute all officers ... ') is most im- your post at will, talk to a blond, go ing is to tackle your assignments 
judgment, a value. As such, does it portant. Why is one criterion better to sleep, tell the O.D. to go jump in with the same will with which the 
not exist only in reference to a than another? the lake-you've inevitably violated others are tackling the German and 
criterion? "But after all, we must find an the first general order. Hence it is the Jap," the artiele declares. 
"Obviously, if we allowed our- answer. Our only hope, then, is the most important." A copy of the January Journal 
selves criteria from a domain other to see whether we can't find some- may be found on the periodical shelf 
than the set of general orders it- thing in the very nature of the With that, our philosopher rolls in the basement of the library. 
self, we would complicate the prob- general orders-in the relationships over and goes to sleep, satisfied that Reading of the editorial in full is 
}oem hopelessly, in that we'd need a within the set itself-constituting a he has solved a crying problem. highly recommended. 
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It was in June, 1940, in Paris, that 
I met the first German soldier in 
uniform. Like many others, he in-
vited me to drink some wine with 
him, and like any self respecting 
patriot, I refused. He looked at me. 
laug'hed, and went away. But the 
incident did not stop there. 
I could not understand him then; 
but now I think one can explain 
the German soldier, and why he 
made history, and then attacked 
Russia, which is now a recognized 
gross mistake. 
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. And Good Luck! 
T HE first Bard ASTP graduates have reached their new posts. We regret their leaving; they 
were good friends. They were the kind of men we like 
to work with, and fight with. We wish them all 
possible luck in their new assignments. 
Their leaving has also jolted us into the realiza-
tion that our stay here is rapidly drawing to an 
end. Without knowing specifically what our next 
jobs will be, we can be sure they will have some-
thing to do with the coming decisive step toward 
victory: the invasion of Europe. 
It would be wise for each of us to start condition-
ing ourselves-both mentally and physically-for 
the reality of personal participation in the fighting 
which lies ahead. 
"Stand Up And Be Counted" 
PRESIDENT Roosevelt asked the members of Congress to "stand up and be counted" in a 
record vote on the question of providing a simple, 
practical plan to enable service men to cast their bal-
lots in the November election. After some hesitation, 
the Congressmen did "stand up and be counted." 
But when the vote was tallied it was against the 
Federal soldiers-vote plan. 
We strongly hope that the American people will 
take advantage of that record tally, and remember 
the names of those Congressmen who, when millions 
of American men were overseas fighting that dem-
ocracy might survive, denied them the basic dem-
ocratic right to vote . 
Soft Peace For Germany? 
REMARKS by certain Area lecturers on how to treat the Germans after the war have stirred 
up considerable indignation among the ASTP stu-
dents, and with good reason. 
Some of the speakers have displayed curious 
blind spots toward realities. They concede that a 
handful of top Nazis will have to be punished, but 
as for the rest of the Germans-we must not be 
harsh with them, or they won't like us, and may 
not be willing patiently to be re-educated and 
rescued for democracy! 
The experiences of 1918 are brought as illustra-
tions. The motives of the Belgians and French in 
the Rhineland are described as "revenge and imper-
ialism," and atrocity stories are cited as evidence. 
It is suggested (with varying degrees of subtlety) 
that part of our job this time will be to keep the 
Russians and others from abusing the Germans, 
who are more to be pitied than punished. 
No doubt some Germans are convinced that 
America will offer them a softer peace than any 
of our Allies. Maybe so. Very few of us have per-
sonally experienced the full violence of German 
imperialism. 
When doing the town with a dame always walk on 
the outside unless the curb is on the inside. . On 
making a left turn the switch is affected by going 
around her outside-or counter-clockwise (This rule 
may be violated if the lady happens to be carrying the 
gentleman's coat). 
When tipping the waiter, never do it ostentatiously. 
Do it where everyone can see you. This creates a good 
example. 
It is considered un-de-rigeur to pick up boiled or 
lyonnaise potatoes with the fingers. Spearing with 
the fork is the correct way to handle this always puz-
zling point of gastronomic procedure. This does not 
apply if the potatoes are mashed. In that case one 
spears with one's spoon . 
Upon receiving change, never bite the coins. To 
some, this implies lack of trust in one's fellow man. 
In dining in French restaurants when you call for 
the check or "addition," the proper French is, "Waiter, 
the garcon, if you please." 
When being ejected from a place for disorderly con-
duct it is wise to remember to be dignified. This may 
sometimes require great control but your ejector has 
a greater respect for you, and he may even throw you 
in the direction you want to go. 
At a wedding it is impolite to kiss the bride more 
than twice unless you happen to be (a) the groom, or 
(b) bigger than the groom. 
It is considered bad form, no matter what the oc-
casion, to attempt to open a beer bottle with one's 
teeth. 
On a fox hunting party it is better to say, "What ho, 
the fox," than "there he goes, the little so-and-so." 
Do not blow at your soup unless you can at the same 
time whistle some popular tune of the day. The "St 
Louis Blues" has been found to go especially well 
with chicken mulligatawney. 
A few days later I met him again 
in a patrol; acting like he did not 
recognize me, he asked for my papers 
and I replied by asking him to show 
me his papers. His answer was a 
slap in the face, and the patrol went 
on . . . . I thought I would not see 
him again but I was mistaken. A 
broad smile on his face, he said 
"Hallo!" to me, but I ignored him 
and continued on my way. He fol-
lowed me. I started to run but he 
ran faster than I. There was no 
way to escape him. 
-"What do you want of me?" 
-"Now, now, that's an improve-
ment, you are talking!" said he in a 
perfect French. 
-"That's not an answer!" 
-"You Frenchmen think you act 
courageous when you talk that way 
to us. but what is the use?" 
- "We did not like you in 1914, we 
don't like you now either!" 
-"You did not like the British in 
1815 and now . .. . " 
-"All right, but why did you slap 
me?" 
-"Because you must respect us 
when in duty and we must respect 
you out of duty. These are our 
orders!" 
He had an answer for everything. 
He would look like a human being, 
but when talking of the Reich, of 
the New Order, and other things of 
that kind, his eyes would brighten, 
he would stiffen. I saw him like 
that the day he was on patrol duty. 
What distingUished him is his 
fanatic belief in his country and 
his tremendous confidence. He will 
almost always over-estimate his own 
strength, and under-estimate his 
enemy; but when he sees that he 
was wrong, that is the end of him. 
But he rarely sees that he is wrong, 
because if anything goes wrong he 
immediately translates it as: "this 
goes according to a clever plan 
which I cannot understand." 
strangely enough. many of them 
seem to have a personal appeal, not 
at all like they are represented in 
the motion pictures. When, in Paris, 
they were ordered to maintain cor-
rect behavior, they did so. Why? 
Because looting was to a function 
of command, not of the individual 
soldier. And the German soldier 
keeps a rigid discipline. 
What happened in the East, in 
Poland and Russia is, of course, a 
different story. The same German 
soldiers indulged in the most brutal 
orgy of rape, murder and looting the 
world has ever seen. But it was with 
the permission, in fact the encour-
agement, of their leaders. Both ex-
tremes illustrate the same point: 
the completeness with which the 
German soldier has surrendered the 
right to think for himself on poli-
tical and moral questions. His 
Fuehrers think for him. 
And that is what makes him so 
dangerous. That is why the con-
firmed Nazi, when ordered to do so 
by his leaders, will fight to the very 
last bullet. 
In Tune When performing introductions always introduce the lady first-thus: "Mr. Jones, shake hands with the 
wife." However, if the girl is not a wife, but just an 
ordinary fiance and you present her to several people 
the form is thus: "Miss Brown, Mr. Jones, Mr. Smith, 
Miss Brown, Mr. Jones, Mr. Smith, Miss Brown, Mr. 
Jones, Mr. Smith, Mr. Dow, Miss Brown, Miss Brown, 
Mr. Smith, Mr Williams." 
• _________ By T/5 Freeman G. Kobersteln _________ ,
ID4r IDrtala 
, ________ By the Prophet ________ , 
And it came to pass in the Land of Bard 
That before the seven days of the Happy Pilgrimage 
The People were oppressed with the unhappy days of 
Trial and Tribulation. 
And they smote their foreheads in anguish. 
For as the coming of the vengeance of the Lord is 
swift 
So was the coming of the five warriors from the 
Land of the Potomac. 
And during the last days of the first month 
They spa.ke many sayings to the Speakers of Tongues. 
Verily did the five warriors make themselves heard 
in accents grave and acute, 
While the Speakers of Tongues strove to copy down 
their sayings and learnedly conVflrse. 
And for two days was the air filled with the wise 
expressions of the astute, 
While others were heard to speak haltingly, and curse. 
Yea verily, there was weeping and wailing and gnash-
ing of teeth 
As many of the People r epented their- inattentions to 
the words of the Fathers. 
So great was the grief that many were filled with 
invective 
Crying out their willingness to decUne two Ballan-
tines rather than one Germanic adjective. 
Nor were the Bridge Builders spared the Trials and 
Tri bulations. 
For they did travail for five days and five nights 
And on the sixth day they did rest and pray 
That the Priests of the Temple of the Pentagon would 
find their labor good. 
It takes three elements to make 
a complete communication in music 
-the composer, performer, and 
listener. Since the time when music 
became a really important secular 
art, the emphasis on each of these 
elements has shifted about every 100 
years. Relatively speaking, the 
listener today has the most decided 
advantages . But he needs a min-
imum amount of training, to make 
the best use of his advantages. 
We might say that the eighteenth 
century was the era of the composer. 
Though at that time he hadn't at-
tained the social independence that 
Beethoven demanded, he was never-
theless kept in comfortable and 
amiable surroundings by his dilet-
tante noble patrons. Loveable old 
"Papa" Haydn had a nice job with 
the famed and wealthy Esterhazy 
family. Mozart was always on the 
verge of coming under the patronage 
of some nobleman or other. Handel 
was the prosperous darling of Eng-
land for years. And J. S. Bach was 
a special friend of Frederick the 
Great. 
Moreover, the composer had the 
unique advantage of having a de-
mand for his music before he com-
posed it. 
tury, the listener is about to have 
his day . Nowadays the listener, with 
the resources of the phonograph 
and radio, can demand the very best 
music performed in the very best 
manner. People are ceasing to wor-
ship musical names and personalities 
and are concentrating on the music 
itself. 
Music is no longer a luxury of the 
privileged few as in the eighteenth 
century, nor a medium for individual 
lJerformers to charm gullible aud-
iences, as in the nineteenth century 
It is now an ubiquitous art which 
can be enjoyed for exactly what it 
is, at any time and in almost any 
environment the listener may wish. 
As the opportunities for the listen-
er have grown. so has his need for 
a technique in using them. A com-
poser needs a technique, a performer 
needs one, why not a listener? True, 
a person can soak up a certain 
amount of musical enjoyment by 
passive and indiscriminate listening. 
But to appreciate the full scope of 
the art, one should know something 
about musical history and musical 
forms; he should be able to recog-
nize themes and hear harmonic and 
tonality changes. 
But 1944 is not 1918. We have learned some-
thing since then . Our allies will want real guar-
antees against a repetition of what has happened. 
We, with them, will want real collective security 
against new world wars. 0ne thing is certain: the 
course of conduct we adopt toward Germany will 
be a policy agreed upon by the United Nations, 
and we will allow nothing to divide us from our 
allies-not this or any other issue. We will not 
forget that Germany was able to rearm for agres-
sion because its diplomats shrewdly played off 
each of its former enemies-the U. S., Britain 
France, and the Soviet Union-against the others. 
But let it be known that false is the ancient saying 
That the thunderbolts of the Lord 
In the nineteenth and early twen-
tieth centuries, the performer was 
the star. Such virtuosi as Liszt, 
Paderewski, and Ole Bull played to 
an adoring public. America began 
to worship performing musicians. 
Sometimes it mistook charlatans 
with glamorous stage personalities 
for real artists. It was quite the 
social accomplishment for even hope-
lessly untalented young ladies to be 
able to play "upon" the piano. 
But today, in the twentieth cen-
Don't think, potential music-
lovers, you ought to go to a concert 
with books, scores, and program 
notes under your arm and bury your 
face in a book for two hours. But 
with training and practice, a person 
can follow even the most intricate 
symphony of Brahms almost sub-
consciously. You can experience 
emotional fantasies of your own that 
aren't confined to the limitations of 
the screen, as are Walt Disney's in 
"Fantasia." And your own heroine 
of the Beethoven Sixth won't have 
to be a centaur, either. 
Strike but once in the same place. 
For again hath the Lord split asunder the People And few knew in which prophet to believe. 
On that ground alone, a soft peace is out of the 
question. 
Mor'e on the subject of peace with Germany next 
of Bard. 
Vain were the prayers of thrice six of the Bridge 
Builders, 
And many of the Spe&kers of Tongues were also call-
ed out from the Land. 
And they knew their days at Marguerites to be num-
bered. 
Yea, no one is safe from the beckoning hand of the 
Almighty. 
issue. Bardians are invited to send in Letters to the These things were whispered among the People, 
Editor on this important topic. Best submitted will be And the air was rent with rumors of a pilgrimage. 
printed. Many of the People mistook false prophecy for Truth 
But the eyes of all of the people are not clothed in 
darkness 
For they read not the false signs in the movement 
of stars. 
But seek enlightment from the keepers of the A.R's 
And do hang around the Orderly Chamber of the Lord. 
Verily, verily, I say unto thee my prophecy: 
There will be rumors and rumors of rumors until 
the end of time. 
But only the gullible shall be deceived thereby. 
Whereas the persistent shall learn all things-even 








RE IS YOUR 
E; Henry Holt 
394 pp. 
you want a ke n analysis of 
grand military s Tategy '01 the 
d invasion and occupatlOn ?1 
No h Africa you w n't !md It m 
En e Pyle's recent ook, "Here Is 
Yo r War." But if 't is what the 
aut or calls the "wo m's eye view" 
tha you're atter, a Taphi.c pic~ure 
of merica's fighting man In actIOn, 
thi book is the best f thIS type so 
far to come out of t e war. 
T is is no c'Ollecti n of careful~y 
bled memoirs. The book IS 
ly the expanded form of ne,:"s-
r dispatches writ ~n under fue. 
ls clear, fast mo mg style, ~he 
lar world-Tele Tam foreIgn 
spondent tells us the things v-:e 
'ant to know abo t our men m 
a - how they ive, how they 
t themselves, th ir first reac-
tio under fire, and their general 
atti ude toward the \\ ar-the thm~s 
SOl ers just don't rite about m 
thei letters home. 
P Ie vividly desc his trip 
fro England on a ritish trans-
pOl' in a medium siz d convoy, the 
Ian ing on African s ores, the oc-
cup, tion, the bitter b ttles, t~e rare 
sig of Americans retreatmg .on 
fore gn soil, and the eventual VIC-: 
tory driving the Ge mans out of 
Nor h Africa. 
I OL' LLIAM ALLEN WHITE ... 
ORIA by FRAN C. CLOUGH; 
tlesey House; 2.50; 265 pp. 
xed). 
e end of January witnessed the 
of a great rna in the con-
orary newspaper world: Th~t 
was William All n WhIte, edI-
f the "Emporia azette." Mr. 
h's book, alth ugh written 
White was still alive, is nev-
erth less of topical in erest. 
rn in Emporia, ansas in 1868 
n Abolitionist I othel: and a 
cratic father, e, hImself a 
ng Republican, h s become ~or 
Americans a sJmbol of ml~­
f-the-road demo ratic Amen-
m. d 
might in a sens be compare 
a favorite Horat 0 Alger char-
for he certainl aLtained the 
, f the ladder by dint of har:d 
and perseveran 'e. From hIS 
job as a printe 's "devil" on 
;he Butler County, ansas, Dem~­
~rat ' for $1.50 a wee , tI:roug? hIS 
:tchivement of edit rshlp .of ~he 
'Ga ette," and fin natlOnwlde 
:econition, he showed no reluctance 
;0 pply himself ~h .roughly and 
forward newspaperman, he had 
very few, if any, of the traits which 
make for "yellow journalism." 
White was a man who neither 
smoked nor drank, who cared little 
whether his vest was buttoned 
properly or his hat on straight, and 
who ran unsuccessfully for the gov-
ernorship of Kansas in a successful 
.attempt to destroy the power of the 
Ku Klux Klan in his state. 
He had a code of his own and he 
stuck to it. He was modest, but 
not afraid to say what he wanted. 
He rarely got angry, but when he 
did his words singed the paper they 
were written on. 
He was ,a humorist and a human-
ist, an understanding lover of life, 
and, above all, an American. 
Frank C. Clough, the Managing 
Editor of the "Gazette", has writ-
ten a fine personal history of White, 
done in a fine, moving style, and 




By JAMES GAVIN 
Within the inner sanctum of the 
Bardiana Room in our Hoffman Me-
morial Library one can find many 
rare treasures. Perhaps the rarest 
of these is a manuscript of George 
Washington's daily prayers. 
This manuscript was presented to 
old Saint Stephen's in the 1890's by 
the Reverend Charles Frederick 
Hoffman, who also gave the College 
the library which bears his name. 
Discovered among a collection of 
personal letters written by George 
Washington in the private library 
of Lawrence Washington (a collat-
eral descendant of our first presi-
dent), it is believ·ed by many com-
petent schoLars that this manuscript 
was written in Washington's own 
handwriting. 
Owing to the scarcity of printed 
bJaks during the eighteenth cen-
tury 1her,e was a tendency among 
the highly educated people of the 
time to make manuscript copies of 
comparatively rare printed works. 
It se'Ems reasonable to believe that 
1his manuscript is such a copy and 
that it was taken from some church 
liturgy. 
The following excerpts illustrate 
its style: 
"Be pJ.eased to renew my nature, 
and write thy law:::: upon my heart, 
and help me to live righteously, so-
berly, and [odly in this evil world; 
make me hu~nble, meek, pati'ent, and 
ccntented, and work in me the 
grace of thy holy spirit, prepare me 
for death and judgment, and let the ~ons icntiously to hIS Job. 
A shrewd, practi aI, straight- thoughts thereof waken me to a 
Po t-War--
- greater care and study to approve 
PlyseH unto thee in well doing, 
bless our rulers in church & state: 
Hc:lp all in affliction or adversity 
g~ e them patience and a sanctified (Continued from Page 1) 
ica tions of the school to be w:.::; of their affliction, and in thy 
ded. . . 
educational in titutlOns m-
d will be elemen ary and sec-
md y schools furn hing adylt-
~duc tion, trade schoo s, and S?len-
. Wc, technical, an. vocatlOnal 
:cho Is, added to w Ich are the 
:olle es, professional schools and 
rsities. 
period of studJ is ~o be for 
me 'ear or less, de endIng upon 
he ngth of the cour e. Those at-
end g institutions of high~r learn-
ng, and desiring to contmue ~or 
pec' 1 certificates or degrees, m-
:olvi g more than ne ye~r of 
cho ling, must sho contmued 
'ood scholarship. Th s, there IS a 
:ol1ee education ava lable to any 
lUar 'ied veteran .at go 'ernm·ent ex-
)ens 
Ea i1 state will recei e a quota as 
a t number of stud nts that may 
ontO ue aft·er complet ng one year's 
wrk proportional to t e number of 
ts I en and women' the .armed 
ervi es during the wa . . 
Th program primarly takes mta 
ons eration studen who left 
heir studies to enter the service. 
~or em and also tho'e desiring to 
)egi , the governme t will relax 
he 'nancial burden ttached to a 
o11e e education. 
Ad ancement of this program sig-
lifie a growing reali ation among 
[lan prominent men hat the pro-
ress of the nation epends upon 
he Jl'ead of opportu ities for ed-
:cati n among wider s ctions of the 
,opu ation, and that the govern-
:len is pr·eparing to assume re-
pon 'bility for it. 
good time deliverance from them: 
forgive my enemies, take me into 
thy protection this day keep me in 
perfect peace which I ask in the 
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Dr. Eric Fischer Tells How He Came To Bard 
By Way of the Arctic1 Turkey and Points South 
Describes 7 'ravels 
Over 20-Year Period 
By PFC. CHESTER S. LAMPERT 
Teaching experience over a period 
of more than 20 years and personal 
visits and observations in lands 
ranging from the Arctic zone to 
Asia l\lIinor, contribute to the wealth 
of knowledge Dr. Eric Fischer brings 
to Bard ASTPers. 
Born and reared in Vienna, Aus-
tria, he received his doctorate from 
the University of Vienna in 1921, 
majoring in History and Geography, 
and began teaching at the age of 24. 
He spent 1916-1 as a faenrich (en-
sign) in the Austrian Army, station-
ed at Vienna, performing personnel 
duties. 
In 1926 he began his extensive 
travels, at first utilizing his vaca-
tion periods. When Dr. Fischer ar-
rived at the Island of Spitzbergen 
in the summertime of 1928 the boat 
in Which he made the trip crashed 
inLo an iceberg. Fortunately the 
Captain's expert navigation enabled 
the boat to reach a shallow bay. 
Hours later a Russian ice-breaker 
sighted the damaged boat. Repairs 
were done, the boat made port, and 
Dr. Fischer was able at Last to be-
gin his geological investigations. 
The Balkans, visited later, made 
vivid impressions upon Dr. Fischer. 
The contrast between the primitive 
and the modern, and the conflict 
between conservatism and progres-
sivism become clearly apparent, he 
said. 
Although there are evidences of 
modern influences in southern Eu-
rope, nomads still inhabit the 
mountains of the Balkans. But short 
distances away from the mountain-
ous recess·es you will find modern 
universities, immersed in the sci-
ences and the arts. In Sofia one 
may see admirable railroad im-
provements, with new locomotives 
and coaches; outside of the city one 
will see peasant huts, wagons, and 
outbuildings, reminiscent of the old 
feudal system. 
The Balkan cities have gas and 
electric light facilities, they have 
radios and refrigerators, but in 
small quantities; and automobiles 
are for the privileged only. The 
villages use petrol lamps and can-
dles, in some homes there are ra-
dios, but the major luxuries are 
lacking in the country. 
Both Greece and Turkey impres-
sed Dr. Fischer by their modern ad-
vances. Greece provided new set-
tlements for Greek refugees and 
patriots from Asia Minor by drain-
ing the Lower Vardar Va.lley, with 
the aid of the League of Nations. 
New, clean villages sprung up where 
once swamp land and malaria co-
existed. Greece also improved its 
irrigation system, completing pro-
jects which bettered the living 
conditions of its people. 
Turkey has made large advances 
technologically. She is a nation 
that is being westernized with no-
ticeable rapidity. 
DR. ERIC FISCHER 
On the whole, Dr. Fischer said, 
the Balkans contain much poverty, 
but the people are interested in 
progress. After World War II, he 
predicts a considerable growth and 
also a greater exploitation of nat-
ural resources in southern Europe. 
Italy, as Dr. Fischer pointed out, 
presented divergent aspects. On one 
hand it was like a big hotel, a kind 
of vacation area which tourists en-
joyed, a country full of amiable ex-
periences and amiable Mediter-
raneans. On the other, it was-the 
land of Fascism. Mussolini went on 
the warpath. but in Dr. Fischer's 
opinion the Italian people were not 
overjoyed by his enterprises, and as 
a people did not demand war as a 
means to gain their ends. 
In 1939, Dr. Fischer left Austria 
and spent the next two years in 
Palestine. 
There he saw first hand the ex· 
istence of Palestine's national prob-
lem: the antagonism between the 
Arabs and the Jews. However, he 
found that the economic and cul-
tuml problems were under satisfac-
tory control and that Palestine has 
a highly efficient school system, 
rivaling the best in Europe. 
In January, 1941, Dr. Fisc'her dis-
embarked from Port Said for Am-
erica. The constant threat of sub-
marines made the trip an ominous 
experience. 
Although he was active as a 
teacher, lecturer, traveler', Dr. 
Fischer found time to write articles 
and books on Europeat and human-
istic problems. His articles were 
published in various historical 
journals. 
His latest book (1943) is entitled 
"Passing of the European Age." It 
This is the second of a series 
of articles on the experiences in 
Europe of Bard College teachers . 
SCHRAUTH'S ICE OREAM 
LEE BORDEN CO. 
12 North Bridge Street 
Poughkeepsie, N. Y. Tel. Poughkeepsie 1320 
COMMUNITY GARAGE 
DODGE & PLYMOUTH - DODGE TRUCKS 
Storage - Repairs and Accessories - Towing 
Telephone 244 
East Market Street Rhine beck, N. Y. 
peers into the future and foresees 
the coming important role of North 
and South America in global affairs. 
Dr. Fischer is married. His wife, 
a mathematiCian, teaches at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology. They have a seven year old 
daughter, Gabrielle. 
Dr. Fischer was engaged by Har-
vard University before he came to 
Bard College. He enjoys his work 
at Bard, because he is dOing the 
kirlct of work he has always wanted 
to do-the teaching and writing of 
history and geography, without fear 
of suppression. 
See That Mural 
In Albee Social? 
One of the most striking features 
of Albee Social Room, now the usa 
Lounge, is the large two-section 
mural flanking the fireplace. Many 
new students, both civilian and 
Army, have wondered what it means 
and how it got there. 
The mural was started in June of 
1938 as the Senior Project of Wil-
Ham H. Jordy, '39. It was complet-
ed on canvas in the spring of 1939 
but did not reach its final resting 
place in Albee until almost a year 
later. 
Jordy's first sketch was made on 
the back of an envelope he happen-
ed to have in his pocket when he 
got the original idea for the paint-
ing. From there the work progress-
ed via other drawings, including 
smaller color and full sized line 
sketches, to what it is today. 
The painting portrays the "De-
structive and Constructive Forces in 
Civilization." The work is sharply 
and clearly drawn, making strong 
use of symbolism and satire. 
The mural to the left of the fire-
place portmys destructiveness, and 
attempts to show greed, false dema-
g'ogy and nationalism. The "Con-
structive Forces" mural shows a 
mason, an architect, a research 
worker and a farmer. 
Jordy, a Fine Arts major, has 
been regarded by many as one of 
the most outstanding students Bard 
has ever graduated. He was presi-
dent of the Senior Class, Feature 
Editor of the BARDIAN, and won 
numerous prizes in varied fields 
during his stay at Bard. He was 
graduated Phi Beta Kappa. He has 
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G I INSURANCE-What It's Really Worth To You B~A_1TL-..E _OF_B_AR_D ___ B_y_P_vto_Jo_h_n Z_w_ald 
Expert Analyses Deal 
GI Gets For His Cash 
This is the first of a series of 
three articles on governmen'; insur-
ance by Sgt. Gall, who was a life 
insurance expert in civilian life. 
By SGT. ZOLTAN S. GALL The subsequent articles will deal 
In the last few days of the epic with the benefits payable under 
Bataan stand, 30,000 applications NSLI policies, conversion, and other 
for insurance were transmitted by typical insurance questions often 
radi.o from the Philippines t.o Wash- asked by soldiers. 
ington, D. C. The army had cleared ..... - ............ ----...... -----.... 
all radio facilities for the exclusive NSLI is-the benefits and the tech-
use of transmitting applica,tions for nicalities connected with it-maybe 
life insurance from the men trap- more of us would take our full 
ped iri the islands. While life itself share of a good thing. 
could not be guaranteed, everything The series of articles following will 
possible was being d.one to ease the try to give y.ou the latest informa-
burden upon those who depended tion on your GI insurance as well 
upon these gallant men. as the advantages that can accrue 
This same attitude of the govern- to you from it even after you leave 
ment toward all the other men in the service. 
service has resulted in the U. S. Under the Act of October 8, 1940, 
army being the most heavily insur- Congress created the National Ser-
ed army in the world. According to vice Life Insurance, which is noth-
figures of January 26, 1944 there is ing more than a level premium, five 
now 100 billions of dollars of GI year non-renewable term insurance. 
insurance in force on 14 million There already were in existence 
lives. Members of the U. S. armed three other forms of government 
forces own more life insurance than insurance contracts-Ordinary Life 
all the other peoples of the world (whole life), 20 payment life, and 30 
combined, with the single exception payment life. If you convert, it is 
of our own civilians. into one of these that you can con-
Still, only 98.4% of our enlisted vert . However, all of the other pol-
men and only 99% of our officers icies cost more, much more, and if 
are insured, and of the enlisted men you are concerned with the maxi-
only 90% are fully insured. Depen- mum of insurance at the minimum 
dents of 224,000 servicemen are still of cost, then you wouldn't be inter-
left unprotected. ested in anything but the NSLI. It 
Maybe we aU don't know the full was purposely streamlined with an 
merits of this protection. l\laybe if eye on protection, and not with 
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mercial policies. Consequently, the 
NSLI has no cash value, no loan 
value, no paid-up value, and no 
extended insurance feature. Furth-
ermore, it runs for only five years. 
Thereafter, unless you exchange it 
for one of the other Government 
Insurance contracts available to 
you, the policy runs out automatic-
ally. 
Like Private Policy 
The insurance and the army are 
separate and operate separately. 
There is no difference between pri-
vate insurance requirements and 
those of the NSLI. The rules ap-
plied are standard Insurance laws 
and the rates charged are based up-
on the American Experience Table. 
This is quite significant, because 
the American Experience Table is 
based upon normal expectancy of 
dea th and not upon even hazardous 
civilian occupations. However, the 
government assumes all costs of ad-
ministration and the rate differen-
tial between normal death rates and 
those that can be expected due to 









Red Hook, N. Y. 
you, and is the reason why your 
NSLI is almost fantastically cheap 
under war conditions in contrast to 
any commercial policy. 
Under any commercial policy you 
can cut, lapse, and convert your 
policy, or you can take out addi-
tional insurance up to legal limits. 
These things you can do with your 
NSLI, too. You can have up to $10,-
000 worth, you can COD vert, and you 
can even cut and lapse your insur-
ance. The minimum you can have 
is $1,000. 
If you should ever lapse any por-
tion of your insurance and later de-
cide to pick it up again, you have 
to apply for a new contract, pass a 
physical examination, and pay the 
rate of your current age. Further-
more, if you are disabled. you prob-
ably will not be granted either new 
insurance applied for, or the privi-
lege of picking up any insurance 
you previously may have had, any 
more than you would under a pri-
vate contract. It behooves every 
one of us therefore, to keep all we 
have. 
.. -. - "---------...... 
"Must Be Some Dust Somewhere .... !" 
How to Reinstate 
If you should be discharged 
through CDD or demobilization, 
your policy will automatically Lapse 
in 31 days, unless you continue 
sending in your premiums yourself. 
Right now there is a special ruling 
on lapses. "Anyone, regardless of 
lapse date, may reinstate his NSLI 
up to February 24, 1944 (no medi-
cal). After that date, any policy 
which lapses after being mustered 
out can be reinstated within six 
months of lapse." 
If you are now insured for less 
than $10,000 and want the differ-
ence, you have to apply for a new 
contract for the remainder . You 
have to pass a physical examination 
and if accepted, the new policy will 
be charged for at the rate of your 
closest birthday-not at the original 
rate. The policy will become effec-
tive as of the first calendar month 
following your application. 
Applicati.on procedure is the same 
as at induction: You fill out Form 
350a, available at the .orderly r.o.om. 




(Oontinued from Page 1) 
the Ar-ea courses are: Dr. Arnold 
Brecht, leader in ministry and Ger-
man bureaucracy, who will lecture 
February 21 to 26 on German ad-
ministration; Dr. Henri R.olin, 
President of the Belgian Supreme 
Court, vice president of the Uni-
verSity of Brussels and member of 
the Royal Academy, whose subjects 
w_ll be French Law and Justice and 
the Occupation of France and Bel-
gium, will be at Bard February 22-
26; and William Sollmann, former 
German minister of the interior 
and social-democratic newspaper 
editor, will explain c'lasses of soci-
ety and labor problems to German 
sections, February 28 to March 4. 
Dr. Brecht was one of the defend-
ers of the ill-fated Weimar consti-
tution before the Leipzig Supreme 
Court. He served in Reich minis-
tries of Justice, Economics, Interior, 
the Chancellory and of the Prussian 
State and Finance ministries, hav-
ing enter-ed government service in 
1912. From 1927 to 1933 Brecht was 
a delegate of the Pruss ian govern-
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The N. Y. Gentral Railroad hasa~ 
last issued printed pasteboarc 
tickets at Grand Central for thl 
New York-Barrytown run. 
The old paper tickets requirec 
writing "Barrytown" three times or 
ticket. Ticket-window girls werl 
getting writers' cramp. 
So, the print'ed, Labor-savinf 
tickets went into use, just a wee~ 
before the announcement of thl 
termination nf ASTP! 
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'_I-- By GUY SAUNDERS --
~ack again with a few more of 
th boys with rest1( ss feet-basket-
ba 1 to. you. Some you know and 
so le you dcm't, her e they are: 
Patrick McNulty, known around 
B' I'd as "Mac," pIa 'ed on the var-
si 'of Duluth Cent*l High in Min-
n( ota. He was stellar guard 
wile ther,e, by kee ing Lhe oppon-
er s down the court averted several 
de eats for the sc 1001. He then 
pI yecl two y,ears in the guard Po.si-
tic r. at st. Thomas University. He 
is one of the men ~ho is going to 
a ~edieal school s p we won't see 
hi r much any man. 
'oben 'Wissman, I ob as he is call-
ed was an all-aroU! d play,er on the 
St Xavier High tea In of Cincinnati. 
HI was elected capt in in his senior 
ye r. He started scI 001 at the U. at 
Ci cinnati, but Unc e Sam got him, 
so he did not ha\ e a chance to 
sh w his basketball abilities there. 
1,0nnald Muhlenh upt, from Long 
Is :md, but on the eam "Western-
er ," played two years junior varsity, 
ar ~ two years van ity forward on 
th NorthporL Hig(1 school ;~am. 
H wants you to now there ape 
th ee hundred sL dents in the 
sc 001. 
dead-eye on he court, Dan 
Sc ~oessl,er hails fran Reliance, S. D,. 
were he played three years varsity 
gu rd on tht Relia ~ce High team. 
In college he plaJ ed only intra-
m ral ball, because pf a tough aca-
de lic schedule. 
tvith a look at son e of these play-
er one might see Why Bard upset 
th Red Hook team twice by a very 
la ge margin. 
~~----I--
T ERE'S NO SEP, RATING 'EM! 
bhere's no separa~ing the Kyrios 
br thers, Al and Te They've been 
pI ying tag - under Army rules-
si ce their inductiOl . 
1 was stationed at an Atlantic 
Ci y hotel as an A ir Force cadre. 
H was joined there by Ted several 
m nUrs later, by pu e coincidence. 
~rom there Ted was sent to the 
pi eon corps at ~ amp Crowder, 
M ., and then on a Bard in an-
at o8r 4 months. He'e he was again 
gr eted by AI, who pad beaten him 
he'e by a day from ~ different Star 
Ul 't! 
Complime(lts of 
~ED HOOK GAS and 
APPLIANCE CO. 
4 LDEST HOTEL IN AMERICA 
-e-r-
BEEKMAr~ ARMS 
Rhinebeck N. Y. 
-e~t-
"The Rendezvou of Friends" 
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Westerners Overwhelm 
Guerillas In Court Tilt 
Vote-
(Continued from Page 1) 
sentative Rankin of Mississippi, 
maintain that it is the constitutional 
right of the states to determine 
voting' methods and qualifications. 
Also, they point out the "dangers" 
of eliminating the poll tax which 
action would enable Negro and "poor 
white" fighting men to vote. 
As Republican Representative R. C. 
Holman of Oregon put it, "Debate 
would end if Roosevelt didn't run." 
Servicemen anxious to vote in 
November still have one big hope-
that public opinion will convince 
Congress to adopt a Federal voting 
plan. Many citizens' groups through-
out the nation-ranging from organi-
zations of soldiers' wives to churches, 
to labor unions, to veterans' organi-
zations-have been waging a cam-
paign of letters, telegrams and dele-
gations to Washington, urging that 
GI's be given the opportunity to 
exercise their basic democratic ballot 
right through a practical Federal 
plan. If these civilian efforts have 
not yet been completely successful, 
they have at least kept Congress 
from forgetting the whole thing-
which is exactly what many repre-
sentatives have seemed to want to 
do. 
(Continued from page 1, 
left the Engineers en top 16-14. 
The Westerners had completely 
outplayed the Guerillas in the first 
half, yet they led by only two 
points. The lead was assumed on 
the ability of the ,embryo engineers, 
especially Samuelson, to take ad-
vantage of the foul shots given to 
them by Referee Lou Jacobs. 
With the exception of one bucket, 
all the points garnered in the third 
quarter were from the foul line. 
Spencer opened the scoring parad,e 
with a basket from underneath, 
Again it was Al Kyrios who kept his 
team in the running. He was foul-
ed by Muhlenhaupt while going up 
for an attempted shot. Both tries 
were converted into SCures and the 
lead dnJpped back to the previous 
t-xo-point margin. A moment later 
the scoring gap was brought down 
to one-point difference for the 
fourth time. It was the fifth foul 
shot bagged by Kyrios, who turning 
in his most outstanding perform-
ance to date. 
The tempo of the game w,as slow-
ing up as' it became quite apparent 
that the players were tiring. Ac-
tion and scoring were absent 
throughout the middle of the period. 
Near the end of the third chapter 
Samuelson, surpassing the scoring 
eUorts of Kyrios from the foul line, 
sunk two more free throws. That 
completed the scoring for the third 
period. The count was 21-17 and 
the four-point lead enjoyed by the 
Westerners looked quite impressive. 
Action was slow in getting under-
way in the final canto. The West-
erners began to stall somewhat in 
order to protect their four-point 
lead. After a couple of scoreless 
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minutes Bracken broke through 
with a nice shot to give the West-
erners a six-point difference, their 
largest in the game. Midway in the 
period Yapuncich began to get in 
1.he groove. He dropped in two suc-
cessive buckets, but the Guerillas 
were still unable to tie the score or 
move out into the lead. 
With the score 24-23 and loESS than 
lhree minutes to go, the Engineers 
called time and repLaced Bracken 
and Saunders with Norling and 
Wojahn. The latter tipped one in 
to make it 26-23 forty seconds from 
the end. Twenty-five seconds later 
Yapuncich collected on a foul shot. 
Then in the last few seconds the 
Guerillas intercepted the ball and 
swept down toward their basket. 
Haddad goL the ball near the basket 
and pushed it up. The ball hit the 
near rim, bcmnced up, came down on 
the far rim, hesitated a moment 
and then rolled out just as the horn 
blew ending the fray. 
Samuelson paced the scorers with 
his 12 points. The Westerners ace's 
CDuntHs came through three field-
ers and 6 foul conversions, The best 
scoring effort for the Guerillas was 
turned in by Kyrios. He garnered 
11 markers, more than he mad'e in 
any previous game this season, as 
tossed in three from the floor and 
five of his seven heaves from the 
penalty line. 
Another factor is purely politieal. 
Republicans in Congress anticipate 
a Roosevelt majority in the Army. 
They also fear that the President 
could draw a Democratic ticket ma-
jority-hence the refusal to let the 
men know who to vote for, in the 
case of the more liberal congressmen, 
and the outright support of the 
Eastland-Rankin state ballot plan, 
which President Roosevelt has de-
clared to be "a fraud," by the others. 
----~~--~-~--------~------
Phys Ed Scores 
Baffle Engineers 
Upon reviewlr.g the scores made 
on Lhe tests conducted by the Phy-
sical Ed. Department, Coach Bill 
Asip finds that the Engineers no 
longer have their hitherto undis-
puted privllege of calling the Lan-
guage men "Decrepit Old Men." 
The socalled "old men" not only 
produced the three top scorers, but 
had the top men in four out of the 
The line up with individual point six tests conducted. 
scores: Rylisko was the school's fastest 
Westerners Balkan Guerillas 
Spencer (6) F Haddad (6) 
Samuelson (2) F Rockas 
Bracken (4) C Kyrios (11) 
Muhlenhaupt G Yapuncich (7) 
Norling (2) G Rebarsky 
Saunders S Stadfeld 
Wojahn (2) S Pseyhoas 
IN APPRECIATION 
It's the finest fei;ling when you 
jump up, yawn, 
Then suddenly remember that it's 
Sunday morn. 
Seven o'clock - the alarm should 
have rung, 
But today ther,e's no need for its 
cacophonous tongue. 
This is the Sabbath. The week is 
o'er. 
So climb back 'neath the covers 
and snore some more. 
-Stanley Falk. 
runner, and the highest over-aU 
scorer witn a total of 620 points. 
Hunners-up were Bangel and Mal-
ll10sky WIth 598 points each. The 
top man for the Engine-ers was 
Marriott wieh 584 paints. High 
scorers for the events were: Stak-
itch, who did 42 pushups; Horacek, 
with 87 squat jumps; Hadad with 
16 pull-ups to his credit; and Rylis-
kos 37 -second three hundred yard 
dash. The Engineers took the two 
remaining events. Ed MacDonald 
and Guy Saunders ran the hundred 
yard pick-a-back race in 18 seconds, 
while McGuiness did 110 sit ups. 
Bill Asip says the Engineers had 
better spend more time on their 
calisthenics and less time in razzing 
the language group if they want to 
beat the "Old Men" this term.-S.S. 
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In his "stand up and be counted" 
message the President, speaking in 
benalf of the men in the armed 
forces as their Commander-in-Chief, 
said, "I am sure that I can express 
their wishes in this matter and their 
resentment against the discrimin-
ation which is being practiced 
against them. . . ." 
"By the 1944 elections there will 
be more than 5,000,000 Americans 
outside the limits of the United 
states ... ", the President continu-
ed. "I consider such proposed legis-
lation (the original Rankin hill-ed.) 
a fraud on the soldiers and sailors 
and marines now training and 
fighting for us and for our sacred 
rights ... 
"The American people cannot be-
lieve that the Congress will permit 
those who are fighting for political 
freedom to be deprived of a voice in 
chOOSing the personnel of their own 
Federal government." 
KIPP and HORTON 
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News From Other AST Units 
More than ten court-martials 
have been tried at the AST unit at 
The Citadel. Among the charges 
were AWOL for a few hours, strik-
ing a cadet non-com, and liquor in 
rooms. Many of the sentences were 
10 to 30 days hard labor and trans-
fer back to troops. 
Jay Cochran, formerly of the 
Bard Language-Area group, is 
teaching Military Science in camp 
Pickett. He was quickly made a 
T/5. 
The highest ranking soldier-stu-
dent in scholarship at the AST unit 
at CCNY receives a Bulova wrist 
watch at the end of each term. The 
percentage of wash-outs is rela-
tively small. Why? 
Plans for receiving soldiers for 
more education after the war are 
being formulated at the University 
of Georgia. Every ASTer there has 
been requested to forward trans-
scripts from high school to the 
Dean's office, and has been assured 
academic aredit for work completed 
while in ASTP. 
According to a Congressional 
committee ("releasing ASTP for ac-
tive combat duty will defer 300,000 
fathers") each ASTP student is 
worth two fathers. Tee hee. 
BULLETIN 
ASTP To End 
Announcement of a drastic 90% 
slash in ASTP enrollment by April 
1 was made last Friday night by the 
War Department. As the BARD-
IAN went to press no confirmation 
through military channels had 
reached the Bard College orderly 
room. 
Reason for the cu~almost the 
abolition - of ASTP was given as 
"drastic military necessity." Of the 
110,000 men to be withdrawn from 
the program, 80,000 will go to Army 
Ground Forces units and the others 
to other "units destined for over-
seas service," the WD announcement 
said. 
Efforts will be made, according- to 
the statement, to reassign ASTPers 
as they complete courses or terms. 
"Reassignment from ASTP to other 
duty before April 1 will be made, so 
far as military necessity permits, at 
the completion of a particular train-
ing course or a term in that course," 
it was added. 
Only advanced medical, dentistry, 
Yank says soldiers consume 2,- and engineering students, and pre-
800,000 packs of cigarettes every day. induction 17-year-olds, will remain 
The Cornell ASTP has a news-
paper written completely in Ger-
man ... CCNY and NYU have 
weekly mimeographed pap-ers, en-
titled "The G. 1. Beaver" and "Ten 
Minute Break" respectively . . . 
Navy V-12 and civilian students at 
the University of Dubuque (Iowa) 
are cooperating on a joint pictorial 
supplement for the college's Year-
book. -L.W. 
in the program, it said. 
Secretary of War Stimson paid 
high praise in the announcement to 
the quality of ASTPers as soldiers. 
"The student soldiers now in ASTP 
were selected for their high intelli-
gence, adapUbility and potential 
leadership. They are the type who 
can be expected to assume the re-
sponsibilities of non-commissioned 
officers and of skilled technicians." 
THE RHINEBECI( DINER 
The Soldiers Rendezvous 
J. DJIHIS RHINEBECK, N. Y. 
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Cold [)usting 
With Billy and Jerre 
Engineer Sta.tistics: 
Recent additions to the happy 
family of Bard ASTP Engineers show 
four are from "cold storage" at 
Camp Upton, and ten others are 
survivors from CCNY . . . . One of 
our more celebrated Engineers re-
ports that according to recent count 
taken during lecture, the word "phe-
nomenon" was used approximately 
fifty times . . . . Love of the finer 
things of life was evidenced by Engi-
neer Charles Steele, who spent his 
furlough weekend attending Grand 
Opera .... 
Heart Throbs: 
Congratulations go to Pvt. Edison 
J. Nunez, Jr., who is now a proud 
father . . .. Best wishes also go to 
Ray Mann who married his Kansas 
sweetheart while on furlough, and 
to Johnny Miller and the girl from 
Salt Lake City to whom hs is now 
engaged . . .. Eddie McDonald 
seems to favor Michigan's fair 
beauties, while Bill Myers is still 
sighing over the girl who left him 
behind in Baltimore .... 
Furlough Doings: 
Pvt. Don Schoessler reports a big 
reunion of ASTP boys formerly of 
Creighton University in Union 
Station, Chicago. Someone should 
inform that waitress at "Bill 
Green's" in Pittsburgh that Pvts 
Heyl and Huffman are old enough 
to have cokes with water chasers ... 
Dick Greene came pretty near to 
getting himself blown up when an 
aluminum furnace in a Jersey de-
fense plant blew up, sending smoke 
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and flames 150 feet into the air ... . 
Pvt. C. F . Seeger had the doubtful 
thrill of witnessing an accident in 
which the train he was riding col-
lided with a car at a railroad cross-
ing in Chattanooga, Tenn., killing 
two of the occupants .... 
Bard Doings: 
Condolences go to Pvts. John Mil-
ler, Maton, Nunez, Steele, Zevin, and 
Mosebach who decided to take a 
little hike one afternoon, and just 
to be different walked across the 
frozen Hudson and hitched a ride 
to Catskill. Everything went okay 
until the boys decided to come back 
to dear old Bard. Four of the boys 
got rides, leaving Pvts. Zevin and 
M osebach to walk from the Rip 
Van Winkle Bridge . ... sore and 
weary, the next day they expected 
sympathy and understanding and 
what did they get? .... a run for 
P.T . .... Catskill still has great at-
traction for our former first ser-
geant . . . . If Pvts. Fanning and 
Mosebach could only get the right 
addresses from their numerous 
friends they wouldn't be disappoint-
ed in the feminine replies from 
Michigan . . . . Incidentally Pvt. 
Fanning seems to be greatly inter-
ested in the cold storage plant in 
Red Hook, how those high school 
girls do get around .... According 
to the Mechanical Drawing profes-
sor, Pvt. Furtney is part French, or 
at least his spelling is . . . . 
Language Doings: 
You language boys had better be 
careful about signing your name to 
reading lists over in the library, re-
cent report has it that there is a 
regular check on the file cards by 
you know who . . . Incidentally, 
Language Student Kuhndorf must 
have been surprised to find that 
informative note in his pocket when 
he awoke from his library study 
period the other day ... . 
-lSy Burton and Crossman. 
Tbe MPs Are Coming! 
The Annandale A. C. basketball 
team's unbeaten string of three 
games faces a severe test this Wed-
nesday evening in the Bard gym. 
Opposing them will be the highly-
rated 204th Military Police Batta-
lion team. The M.P.'s - between 
Presidential guard reliefs-have as-
sumed command in local basketball 
circles. A victory over the M .P.'s 
would greatly enhance the reputa-
.tion of the smooth-working Annan-
dale club in this part of the state. 
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